
 

 

 

 Learning in Year One - 1 

Hello Year One.  
We hope you are all well and enjoying your home learning. 
Here are some ideas for next week, using some of the resources in your Home Learning Pack. 

Start the Day 

   Remember that we like joining in with Cosmic Kids Yoga.  
   Maybe you could follow one of these yoga activities each day. 

Number 

       
      Did you find all the number families for 4 and 5 and record them in the circle diagrams? 
  
      If you did, maybe you would like a little challenge. 
      For each circle diagram think…..  
             Which number sentences can I make with only these numbers? 
                        1 + 3 = 4     3 + 1 = 4         4 – 3 = 1      4 – 1 = 3 
                                                          Try this for all the circle diagrams you have made for 4 and 5.  
  
            Next week you could explore the number families for 6 and 7. 

English and Topic 

 
We have not looked at all the Beatrix Potter characters and stories, so maybe you could think about   

            ‘The Tale of Mr Jeremy Fisher’ next week. 
 
 
 
 

 What could you find out about frogs?   
 Could you make a life cycle diary?  
 Could you draw a frog and label it?  

                                                                                                                 ‘turtle diary frog life cycle’ - YouTube 
 
Listen/watch the story of Mr Jeremy Fisher. (The Tale of Mr Jeremy Fisher by Beatrix Potter)   
There is a Royal Ballet clip of it too.  

 
 
 

 
Royal Ballet The Tale of Jeremy Fisher – YouTube 

 
 Maybe you could make a picture story map or draw a picture of your favourite part of the story. 
 Could you write a story about ‘The day Mr Jeremy Fisher went fishing’? 
 It might be fun to make a Lily Pad game for Jeremy by making and sticking some Water Lily pads  

in your Busy Book or on card and putting a fish under some of them.   
 

 
 

 
           Maybe you could design an invitation for Jeremy Fisher’s Tea Party 
           to send to the other Beatrix Potter characters.  
           Think about what each character on your Beatrix Potter picture sheet could bring  
            to the party and make a picture list.  

  


